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Abstract
When reservation-based service differentiation is
offered in an IP network, it is crucial for a network provider to appropriately charge for service
invocations. For internal calculation as well as external price representation, a notion of costs and
prices for communication services is needed. In
this paper, general requirements for cost and
price calculation are analysed for packetswitched multi-service networks. We conclude
that internal price calculation should be linear,
based on resource usage and uniform across multiple service classes. Accordingly, we specify refinements for service class definitions and present
a price calculation method for the IETF’s Integrated Services architecture. The application of
such a price representation to existing pricing and
charging approaches is shown. Finally, certain
economic aspects of the Guaranteed service class
are analysed and the results are expressed using
linear price representation.
Keywords Integrated Services, Charging, Costs,
Prices, Calculation, Business Model, QoS

1 Introduction
The transition of the Internet towards a commercially
funded and used integrated services network raises,
among others, the question about how network usage
can be charged appropriately. Clearly, the current
charging schemes (mainly flat-fee access-based or
time/volume-based) will not be sufficient in the presence of multiple service classes, resource reservation
and discrimination between different usage requests
[MMV97]. From an economic point of view, communication services are characterized by:
• availability of a non-storable resource (network
capacity)
• high fixed costs & low variable costs
In economic theory, these characteristics, which are
similar to traditional telephony, electricity, aircraft
seats, etc., are dealt with by using a management

technique called Yield Management [Lei98]. When
Yield Management is used, calculation is based on
profit contribution and opportunity costs, instead of
using full-cost or variable-cost calculation. The concept of profit contribution means that each resource
unit is sold for a price higher than its marginal cost.
The difference of both contributes to the overall revenue, which must exceed the overall investment for
the appropriate business cycle. Opportunity costs describe the fact that selling a resource unit prohibits
using it for another business transaction. Under given price-demand patterns, prices can be optimized to
maximize the overall revenue.
The IETF’s Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture [BCS94] defines multiple service classes for
packet-switched network communication. For each
class, quality of service (QoS) is described by a vector of partially different parameters. All service
classes compete for the same underlying network resources, such that an internal calculation model
should be related to resource usage. However, service requests cannot directly be compared with respect to resource consumption, especially across
service classes. Therefore, the existence of multiple
service classes presents new challenges to a cost and
price calculation model, which are only partially addressed by existing work. In this paper, we attempt to
formulate these challenges and specifically analyse
the IntServ model and service classes with respect to
the resulting requirements.
We begin by briefly reviewing existing related
work in Section 2, then we give a short introduction
to provider-oriented price calculation in Section 3. In
Section 4, we extend the point of view to multiple
service classes in a packet-switched network. Afterwards, we present our model for price calculation in
Section 5 and show applications of this method in
Section 6. In Section 7, an analysis of certain economic aspects of the Guaranteed service class is given. Finally, we summarize our findings and give an
outlook on further research issues in Section 8.
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2 Related Work
So far, significant research work has been published
on the issue of pricing in telephone networks (see
e.g. [MV91] and references contained herein). In the
area of packet-switched multi-service networks, approaches to find welfare-optimizing price models
can be found in e.g. [MM97,PSC98,SFY95]. On the
other hand, little work has been done to find a provider-oriented calculation model for packetswitched multi-service networks. A very general,
complete and hence complex price calculation model
has been presented in [WPS97], although it lacks full
applicability to multiple service classes. Particularly,
details about the relation of prices to resource-oriented admission control are not considered in [WPS97].
It has been established by many researchers
[MMV97,WPS97,SFY95] that pricing based on real
marginal cost is not sufficient for communication
networks. From an economic point of view, congestion costs are often used as marginal costs, i.e., consumption of resources prohibits other users to use
them and lowers their utility. The goal of a pricing algorithm is then to provide optimal resource allocation with respect to the users’ utility function
[MMV95, SFY95, GSW95, KVA98].
In this paper, the problem of appropriately pricing integrated services networks is examined from
the opposite point of view. This, we believe, is a
highly realistic approach, since the network provider’s context might eventually determine price strategies. From a business management perspective,
optimal welfare is not the primary goal of pricing. Instead of users’ utility functions, a network provider
only experiences their willingness-to-pay. In that
sense, marginal costs have to be combined with opportunity costs and optimization of profit becomes
the overall goal [MV91,WPS97]. Our work is based
on previous results from [KSWS99].

3 Single-Service Provider-Oriented Price
Calculation
Certain restrictions are usually applied to a calculation model to keep the economic time horizon limited and the complexity of the overall problem
tractable. Specifically, we employ the notion of a
business cycle as a time period in which a specific investment volume has to be recovered. We further assume the existence of an aggregated price-demand
estimation for each time during the business cycle.

A simple profit-maximizing calculation model for a
network providing a single communication service
class can be expressed as follows [MV91]:
Tb

∫ R ( γ ( t ) ) dt – K ( C )

(1)

0

under the constraint:
γ (t ) ≤ C

t ∈ [0,Tb]

(2)

Variables used:
γ(t)
aggregated demand at time t
R(γ(t)) aggregated revenue at time t
Tb
duration of business cycle
C
total available resource capacity
K(C) amortization of capital investment over
one business cycle
In such a model, the time parameter is a constant
scaling factor, i.e., price and demand are applicable
per fixed time unit, which can be chosen arbitrarily
small. In the big view, a calculation model can be
used in two areas of the cyclic calculation and planning process, shown in Figure 1. First, during capaccapacity planning

pricing

demand estimation
Fig. 1: Cyclic dependency among calculation tasks
ity planning, network capacity can be increased as
long as each increase is covered by expected revenue
for this investment. However, changing a
communication network’s capacity happens on a
rather long time-scale, therefore a second application
is to use this calculation model to optimize revenue
under a given limited capacity. In the second case,
opportunity costs come into play when there is more
demand than supply. If a service request has to be refused because another service request occupies resources, then the potential revenue of the refused
request can be considered as opportunity costs of the
accepted one. Although opportunity costs are not directly expressed in (1), they are implicitly included
when optimizing it. In general, during capacity planning as well as network operation, a certain target
value can be expected to limit the fraction of resources usually available for reservations. This is desirable, for example, to keep the blocking probability
low or to prohibit starvation of unreserved traffic.
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4 Multi-Service Provider-Oriented Price
Calculation
There are several constraining factors for price calculation of packet-switched multi-service networks,
resulting from multiple service classes using the
same resources. In the following subsections, we
first establish two axiomatic requirements, then we
present general characteristics of a calculation model
resulting from these requirements. Finally, we list
additional aspects, which strongly devise cost and
price calculation to be modelled according to the axiomatic constraints.
Under a profit-contribution model for communication services, the terms cost and price can be
used somewhat interchangeably from the network
provider’s perspective. Marginal costs are negligibly
low and in case of limited capacity, opportunity costs
basically equal prices and are implicitly included
when such a model is optimized. We assume that actual market prices consist of a transaction component, a resource reservation component and possibly
other components. Furthermore, actual prices can be
influenced by marketing considerations and deviate
from calculated prices. Nevertheless, it is important
to internally use precise calculation as a reference
model for the daily business process. We use the
term price calculation to refer to internal cost and
price calculation for the resource reservation component.
4.1 Axiomatic Constraints
Linearity The price component for resource usage
must be linear.
a ⋅ p(x) = p(a ⋅ x) for resource usage x
(3)
This requirement is due to the possibility of arbitrage
(resale at low transaction costs) in packet-switched
communication networks. Because the service of
transmitting packets from one node to another can be
used for many different applications, it might be
hardly feasible for regulation authorities to prohibit
arbitrage in a conventional (i.e. legislative) way. Furthermore, the objective of prohibiting resale might
be dropped. Any non-linear pricing scheme, however, can be exploited by arbitrage [MV91]. Even if external arbitrage is not an issue, linear resource prices
seem to be most appropriate for internal calculation,
because they properly reflect resource consumption.

Uniformity The price component for each resource’s usage must be uniform across service classes.
pS1(xq) = pS2(xq) for each resource q, usage x
for each pair of service classes S1,S2
(4)
There are two reasons for this axiom. First, requests
for different service classes might be substituted by
customers, exploiting the knowledge about a service
class’ definition. This can be done for immediate use
or for resale. Second, opportunity costs might apply
across service classes, if a request for one service
class has to be refused, because a request for another
service class occupies the resources.
4.2 General Characteristics
A common requirement for pricing communication
services is that prices should be known before a service is requested [FD98,FSVP98,KSWS98], hence
the price per resource unit must be stable during a
specific time period. Assuming this and taking into
account both axioms of Section 4.1, an internal price
calculation for multi-service networks should be defined as follows:
p(x,t) = a1x1 + a2x2 +...+ anxn
for complete
resource vector x = (x1,x2,...,xn) at time t
(5)
This linear price formula must be used for all service
classes. For capacity planning it can be used to determine the optimal network capacity. In case of limited
capacity, the optimal traffic mix during peak-load
periods can be estimated similarly. This calculation
method is called linear price calculation.
4.3 Further Considerations
Auctions From an economic point of view, every
sales transaction can be considered as an auction
[MM98]. Winner determination takes place by ordering all bids and choosing the highest one(s). In
case of a multi-service network, multiple resources
have to be considered, which is called combinatorial
auction. The underlying theoretical problem of winner determination in combinatorial auctions is proven to be NP-complete [RPH98], but approximate
solutions exist [San98]. The problem becomes even
harder, if bids from multiple service classes for multiple resources cannot be ordered at all. However, if
cost and price calculation is uniform for all service
classes, this additional complexity is resolved.
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Demand Interdependence For packet-switched
multi-service networks, it is very likely that demand
patterns are interdependent between different service
classes, because users might combine or substitute
traffic flows of multiple service classes within a single application. Additionally, interdependency between resource parameters can exist. As an example,
for a delay guaranteed service, the amount of buffer
needed is largely determined by bandwidth and delay
characteristics. If the price for a critical resource, e.g.
bandwidth, is increased, demand for the service
class, and thus demand for other resources, decreases
as well. If a uniform price function is used, representing all resource parameters, per-flow demand estimation for each service class can be eliminated and
replaced by estimating aggregated demand interdependency per resource parameter. This seems to be
easier to accomplish, based on past measurements
and experiences.
Multicast A thorough study of allocating costs
among members of a multicast group is presented in
[HSE97]. Cost allocation is described by splitting
each link’s costs among a defined subset of group
members. Definition of the subset determines the allocation strategy. Of course, the sum of all cost fractions must equal the total costs for a link. Realizing
such an approach becomes much simpler, if costs can
be expressed as a linear function of resource parameters, especially if charges are shared among receivers with heterogeneous QoS requirements.

5 Linear Calculation for Integrated
Services
The most evident obstacle for developing a calculation model for the IntServ architecture is that service
classes are currently not precisely defined. Therefore, we begin by refining the service definitions.
The other details of each service definition can be
found in [Wro97b], [SPG97] and [GGPR96], respectively. For reasons of brevity and simplicity, we do
not explicitly consider the effects of traffic distortion
for this model, other than what is specified in the error terms during Guaranteed service negotiation. Initially, we focus on a single link or a specific path
through a network cloud, connecting two IntServ-enabled routers, although this restriction is partially
dropped in Section 7. We briefly list the relevant
flow specification and error term parameters
[Wro97a] which are used throughout this paper:

b
p
r
M
R
S
C
D

bucket depth
peak rate
token rate
flow MTU
service rate
slack term
rate-dependent error term
rate-independent error term

The approach described in this paper presents a general idea for a calculation method, rather than specific calculation rules to be used for each
implementation. However, we believe the service
definition refinements given in the next subsection to
closely resemble realistic services.
5.1 IntServ Service Classes
Guaranteed For the duration of a service invocation, each router is guaranteed to always have service
rate R available for a flow conforming to the requested token bucket. Furthermore, all incoming packets
exceeding rate R are forwarded within the (indirectly) specified delay bound and no conforming packets
are dropped due to buffer overflow.
Guaranteed Rate A flow is guaranteed to be serviced with average rate r. No buffering is guaranteed.
Controlled Load A flow conforming to a token
bucket is forwarded almost without queuing delay or
loss, as long as its data rate is not higher than r.
Bursts are forwarded with as little queuing delay and
loss as possible, depending on the actual load situation. This is achieved by allocating a specific excess
service rate and buffer for each flow and enabling
flows to borrow unused resources from each other.
An implementation might, for example, use a guaranteed rate scheduler [GLV95] in conjunction with
hierarchical link sharing [FJ95] to accomplish such
forwarding. We assume constant excess parameters f
and g to be used for each flow (depending for example on the total number of flows and desired failing
probability) and define the following simple formulas for the amount of service rate R and total buffer
B:
R = r + (p – r) ⋅ f , B = b ⋅ g
with f , g ∈ [0,1]
(6)
Please note that the following considerations do not
rely on exactly the above definitions and formulas,
but only on having any precise specification of resource usage in the first place.
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5.2 Virtual Rate Parameters
In reality, only one parameter (service rate, i.e., forwarding capacity) denotes the total available service
rate of an outgoing link. However, there are up to two
rate parameters, r and R, in IntServ service specifications with even different semantics depending on the
actual service class. In order to allocate costs to reservation requests, we therefore establish a resource
model using three virtual rate parameters:
• The token rate (qT) describes the forwarding
rate that is always available and expected to be
constantly used by a flow.
• The clearing rate (qC) denotes a guaranteed forwarding rate on top of the token rate that is
reserved per delay-guaranteed flow, but
expected to be used only for bursts of data.
• The residual rate (qR) is a forwarding rate on
top of the token rate, which is only statistically
available to a flow. This resource can consume
the unused capacity of qC.
These parameters can be used to express the resource
consumption of service requests by mapping the rate
parameters r and R from an IntServ flow specification to the virtual rate parameters according to
Table 1. This mapping follows directly from
Section 5.1 and the definition of virtual rate parameters.
service class

qT

qC

qR

Guaranteed

r

R-r

-

Controlled Load

r

-

(p-r) ⋅ f

Guaranteed Rate

-

-

r

Table 1: Rate allocation for IntServ service classes
5.3 IntServ Calculation Model
Considering buffer space as additional resource parameter, we can establish a linear function
p(xT,xC,xR,xB) = aTxT + aCxC + aRxR + aBxB (7)
to assign resource consumption respectively prices
to a flow requesting token rate xT, clearing rate xC,
residual rate xR and buffer space xB. Prices are applicable per fixed time unit, which can be chosen arbitrarily small. The formula for calculating the amount
of buffer B for Guaranteed service is given in
[SPG97]. Converted back to the original IntServ parameters by using the definitions in Section 5.1 and

Section 5.2, the price function for each services class
can be expressed as follows:
pG(r,R) = p(r,R-r,0,B) = aTr + aC ⋅ (R-r)
+ aB ⋅ B
(8)
pCL(r) = p(r,0,(p-r)f,bg) = aTr + aR ⋅ (p-r) ⋅ f
+ aB ⋅ b ⋅ g
(9)
pGR(r) = p(0,0,r,0)
= aR ⋅ r
(10)
These price functions form the basis for an IntServ
calculation model, which is linear and uniform
across multiple services classes and therefore, fulfils
this important requirement derived in Section 4.2.
For certain scheduling approaches (see
[Zha95]), schedulability is an additional internal resource parameter. However, the service classes currently under consideration for Integrated Services
heavily rely on rate-based scheduling semantics. Particularly, for Guaranteed service, each scheduler has
to approximate a rate-based scheduling behaviour.
Therefore, we do not explicitly consider schedulability as separate resource.

6 Applications of Linear Calculation
Linear calculation can be used for internal price calculation as well as external price representation. In
this section, examples for both applications are given.
6.1 Optimal Pricing
The authors of [WPS97] present a very general and
complete model for optimal pricing of multiple guaranteed service classes under consideration of pricedemand functions. It is correctly pointed out there
that analytically solving the whole model is mathematically intractable, therefore an approximating
procedure is described to carry out planning and calculation. While other research approaches often deal
with optimal pricing in a sense of optimal welfare,
this pricing scheme is targeted to maximize profit for
the provider. However, as noted in [WPS97], a similar model can be developed to maximize other objectives. By slightly modifying and applying linear
calculation for IntServ service classes, we simplify
and, at the same time, enhance the model in several
ways:
• We concentrate on reservation-based services,
therefore best-effort traffic is not explicitly considered in our model.
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• Instead of using very general assumptions about
admission control and the properties of service
classes, we specifically consider the definition
of IntServ service classes by using resourcebased parameters and linear calculation.
Thereby, the applicability to multiple real service classes is given.
• In [WPS97], communication services and
demand patterns are modelled by the notion of
calls, i.e., call probability, call duration, static
QoS, etc. While being applicable to ATM service classes, this model does not fit well with the
IntServ framework. Instead, our model only
uses aggregated demand functions for each time
period, i.e., no assumption about specific flows
is needed, but only an overall estimation of
aggregated demand per network resource,
depending on the price-vector. By that, the new
model implicitly encompasses the above details
and also covers dynamic QoS.
• As mentioned in the article, [WPS97] does not
cover interdependency among service classes
and furthermore implicitly assumes a discrete
set of service classes. In our model, the fact that
each service class offers a vector-space of
resource quantities is taken into account,
although the estimation of demand interdependency between resources remains as an open
issue.
In accordance with Section 3, the price function
from (7) is extended by a time parameter to express
different price settings at different points in time.
The core formula which shows the total revenue that
is to be optimized can then be specified and looks as
follows (roughly using the notation of [WPS97]):
Tb









a X ( t ) ⋅ γ X(t) dt – K ( C )
∫  X = T∑
, C, R, B
0

under constraints
γ T(a T ( t ), t) ≤ C TCR

(11)

t ∈ [0,Tb] (12)

γ C(a C ( t ), t) ≤ C TCR – γ T(a T ( t ), t) t ∈ [0,Tb] (13)
γ R(a R ( t ), t) ≤ C TCR – γ T(a T ( t ), t) t ∈ [0,Tb] (14)
γ B(a B ( t ), t) ≤ C B

t ∈ [0,Tb] (15)

Variables used:
aX(t)
price coefficient for each unit of qX at
time t, corresponding to (7)
γX(t)
aggregated demand for qX at time t, for
price vector (aT,aC,aR,aB)

Tb
CTCR
CB
K(C)

duration of business cycle
total available service rate (reservable
bandwidth)
total available buffer space
amortization of capital investment over
one business cycle

Constraints (12), (13) and (14) denote the fact that
the amount of service rate reserved as token rate cannot be reused, whereas service rate used as clearing
rate can be used simultaneously as residual rate.
Constraint (15) states that buffer space cannot be reused. Please note that this is in no contradiction with
multiple Controlled Load flows borrowing resources
from each other.
Comparing (11) with the corresponding formula
in [WPS97] shows that using virtual rate parameters
and considering only aggregated demand significantly reduces the mathematical complexity but nevertheless enhances the level of detail by considering
real resources instead of a general admission control
expression. While being subject of ongoing work, it
is our assumption that in such a way, the problem of
optimal pricing might be analytically tractable. We
are convinced that in general such an approach is
very useful to apply theoretic results in a real environment.
6.2 Application to Charging Mechanisms
In [KSWS98], an approach to exchange charging information between RSVP routers is presented. The
problem of appropriately representing prices was left
open for further study. Using the linear cost functions as price representation, we can establish a concise notation for prices which fits with the protocoloriented approach of [KSWS98]. Although in
[KSWS98] it was assumed that price representation
probably depends on the service class, we can now
formulate a single price function representing all
service classes considered in this paper:
price := price for qT
price for qC
price for qR
price for qB
other charge components
Using this notation, all necessary QoS-dependent
price information is transmitted. There might be other charge components, for example a flow setup fee.
This is represented by the generic field <other
charge components>. Prices can be accumulat-
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ed at each hop and because the price function is linear, upstream charges can easily be split at multicast
branches (see also Section 4.3).
Note that even when the charge coefficients for
each router are largely stable, it is usually necessary
to transmit price information with each PATH message (see [KSWS98] for details). According to the
Edge Pricing paradigm [SCEH96], the price function expresses the total accumulated charges from
the sender to the respective next hop. Therefore, accumulated price functions for different flows using
different paths are very likely to differ.
It is clear that an indirect price representation
like this adds additional complexity to the end systems, in that this price representation has to be translated into a user-friendly format. However,
translation of QoS parameters has to take place for
IntServ requests anyway and it is a common design
paradigm in the Internet to push intelligence towards
the end systems while letting the network technology
be as simple as possible. Therefore, we do not believe this slight additional complexity to be a major
problem.

7 Economic Aspects of Guaranteed Service
Linear calculation is introduced as an approach to
model resource and price calculation for single
IntServ routers and attached links. In this section, we
show how this modelling technique can be exploited
to further analyse certain economic aspects of the
Guaranteed service class. This also demonstrates
how linear calculation can be extended to eventually
cover a whole network domain consisting of multiple
IntServ routers and respective transmission lines,
and to analyse economic end-to-end aspects.
For these examinations, we assume a charging
model where charges from each router are accumulated and shared between sender(s) and receiver(s),
similar to [KSWS98,FSVP98,CSZ98]. The values of
price coefficients aX used in this section are not assumed to be globally uniform, instead they are local
to each router. The service rate R is assumed to always be larger than token rate r.
7.1 Token Rate vs. Clearing Rate
In [DVR98], it is pointed out that a receiver might
choose to lower its service rate requirements R by increasing the average data rate r when requesting

Guaranteed service. Since qC, the difference of R and
r, can be used for providing Guaranteed Rate service
and Controlled Load service, a pricing scheme
should give the right incentives for users to choose r
according to their average data rate. Using linear calculation, this can be achieved by setting an appropriate higher price for qT than qC. The economically
optimal price relation between qT, qC and qR is part
of the optimization problem from Section 6.1.
7.2 Error Terms
The C and D error terms, which are part of Guaranteed service negotiation, partially determine the service rate that must be requested by a receiver to
guarantee a specific delay bound. In general, from an
economic point of view, higher incoming C and D
values lower the service quality, because a larger R
is needed to achieve the same delay. The economic
impact should be considered, for example, if an advanced QoS-oriented routing algorithm takes into
account charges, it might be very important to have a
quantitatively precise expression for this service
degradation in order to value and compare different
paths. The increase in service rate introduced by additional error terms (Ca,Da) can be expressed as follows:
b–M
let X = -------------(16)
p–r
pX + M + C + C pX + M + C
Ra(Ca,Da) = ------------------------------------------a – ----------------------------X + Q – ( D + Da ) X + Q – D
C a ( X + Q – D ) + D a ( pX + M + C )
= ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------( X + Q – D – Da ) ( X + Q – D )

(17)

Because R ≥ r, Ra is part of the qC resource, the cost
increase at each router is given by:
p(Ca,Da) = aC ⋅ Ra(Ca,Da)
(18)
Not considering the economic impact of error terms
could lead to a situation where a service provider exports high C and D values in order to cause a higher
reservation for R. Internally, however, the real C and
D values can be used and a smaller reservation for R
is needed to guarantee the end-to-end delay.
7.3 Slack Term
As denoted in the relevant research and standardization documents about Guaranteed service, e.g.
[WC97,SPG97,GGP+95], the slack term parameter S
in a service request is intended to flexibly relax the
resource requirements at intermediate routers.
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Among other scenarios, this parameter can be used
by first calculating the necessary service rate R depending on the desired end-to-end delay Q. Then, a
higher service rate Rh is requested and the resulting
difference of end-to-end delay is set as slack term parameter. The slack term can be “consumed” by an intermediate router for reducing both delay and rate
requirements, depending on the type of scheduler. In
case rate requirements are reduced, a bottleneck
router installs a smaller service rate Rl according to
the formula given in [SPG97]* and adjusts the reservation message, such that upstream routers only install Rl as well. The effects of using the slack term in
such a way can best be explained by rewriting the delay formula for Guaranteed service [SPG97] as:
( b – M ) ⋅ ( p – min ( R i ) )
Q = --------------------------------------------------------min ( R i ) ⋅ ( p – r )
n

C
M
+ -------------------- + ∑ -----i + D tot
min ( R i ) i = 1 R i

(19)

for n routers, with Ri and Ci denoting the local service rate and error term at each router.
All downstream routers after a bottleneck router
install the requested service rate Rh, which generates
an economically unfortunate situation for the receiver. Considering (19), the smallest service rate installed along the path (in this case Rl) determines the
pure end-to-end queuing delay. Having installed Rh
at a number of routers only locally affects the additive delay component resulting from the local rate
dependent error term C. Thereby, usability of the
slack term in such a scenario largely depends on:
• the relation of delay introduced by C to pure
queuing delay (mainly depending on p and b),
and
• the relation of total upstream to total downstream amount of C
as given at the bottleneck router.
Effectively, the receiver pays for a higher service rate at some routers, but does not perceive the total utility from it. The costs can be expressed as
follows:
costslack(Rh,R) = aC ⋅ (Rh - R)
at each router installing Rh

(20)

On the other hand, prices are lower at routers installing Rl:
*. Note that the slackterm formula on page 13 of [SPG97] should read:
( b – M ) ( p – R out ) M + C toti
( b – M ) ( p – R in ) M + C toti
S out + --------------------------------------------- + ------------------------ ≤ S in + ------------------------------------------ + -----------------------R out ( p – r )
R out
R in ( p – r )
R in

saveslack(Rl,R) = aC ⋅ (R - Rl)
at each router installing Rl

(21)

When different service rates are installed at routers
due to the basic slack term mechanism, it is very likely that costs exceed savings, because the resulting increase in pure queuing delay can only be recovered
under pathological error term settings. Again, this
economic impact should be considered when installing reservations using the slack term parameter.
Given (19), some suggestions can be made to
extend the slack term mechanism. Often it could be
advantageous to only locally install a lower rate and
forward Rh instead of Rl to upstream routers. This
would increase the maximum reduction of service
rate and generate an even larger range of adaptability. In this case, the global minimum R (Rmin) has to
be transmitted in addition to the currently defined parameters and the slack term formula of [SPG97] has
to be changed to:
( b – M ) ( p – R new ) M + C toti – C i M + C i
+ --------------------------------- + ----------------S out + -------------------------------------------Ri
R new ( p – r )
R out
( b – M ) ( p – R min ) M + C toti
≤ S in + ------------------------------------------- + ---------------------R min ( p – r )
R in
with R new = min (R min,R i) and Ci and Ri denoting the local service rate and error term.
(22)
The remaining variables have the same meaning as
in [SPG97]. When the reservation is forwarded, Rmin
is set to Rnew.
This idea can even be extended as follows. A
router using the slack term sends a confirmation
message containing its local C and D terms as well as
its local service rate back to the receiver. Given this
information, a receiver can optimize Rh when refreshing its reservation. In case of global price information, further optimization would be possible by
setting a certain Rh at “cheap” links while setting Rl
at “expensive” ones, e.g. a transatlantic link. In theory, this creates a linear optimization problem, but
even if this can be solved, the necessary information
exchange seems hardly be feasible with the current
design of RSVP.

8 Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we examined price calculation for Integrated Services from a provider-oriented, profitmaximizing point of view. We established evidence
that an internal price calculation formula should be
linear for resource parameters and uniform across
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multiple service classes. Given these requirements,
we suggested service refinements for IntServ classes
and a mapping to uniform resource parameters. We
demonstrated the applicability of this approach both
for internal calculation and external price representation. Finally, we presented an economic analysis of
certain characteristics of the Guaranteed service
class with respect to such a calculation model.
Many issues remain open for further research.
The problem of modelling interdependency between
service classes respectively resource parameters requires a detailed understanding of usage patterns for
future integrated services networks. The optimization problem presented in Section 6.1 is yet to be
solved. Instead of a full theoretical analysis, it might
be possible to build a periodically adaptive pricing
system that measures actual demand and automatically derives demand estimations. In the technical
area of Integrated Services, a refinement of service
definitions is needed to precisely determine resource
usage. When future services are introduced, this requirement should be kept in mind.
We are currently building a charging system incorporating mechanisms to exchange basic charging
information when setting up RSVP flows [KSWS98]
as well as the concepts presented in this paper.
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